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Simplified Data Security Services and IT Solutions



With us, IT's personal. We're a trusted partner with over 20 years of experience, focused on simplifying your data security and IT footprint so you can grow your business smarter and faster.











DATA SECURITY

We take all the complexity out of cybersecurity helping your business keep it's data safe.

Learn about our data security services








MANAGED IT

We are your one stop shop for all of your technology and cyber security solutions

Learn about our managed IT services
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Data Security Services

The most important part of your business is your data.  Learn how we simplify data security and train your employees to recognize phishing scams so you can rest easy knowing that you're protected where it matters most.
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Managed IT Services

Proactive support to prevent problems: We can monitor your computer network, servers, computers, and moblie devices 24/7 to identify and resolve many potential issues before they become critical problems.
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DLP and Disaster Recovery

Strategic data backup, disaster recovery planning, and data security. Millennium Tech USA provides the tools you need to ensure business continuity and data protection.
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CMMC Consulting and Audits

Millennium Tech USA has the expertise to prepare you for CMMC certifications, provide a gap analysis, and audit your systems to assess your cybersecurity maturity.
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Testimonials




"UCEDC is a nonprofit that provides financing and training for small businesses. We advise our prospective entrepreneurs to understand their professional strengths and hire good talent to accommodate their weaknesses. It’s critical that small organizations, like ours, identify a strong and flexible technology partner to help them succeed. UCEDC’s technology partner for the past decade, Millennium Tech USA, is responsive and has the ability to explain complex issues in laymen’s terms. They have helped propel UCEDC’s rapid growth by making our technology systems seamless to our operations. What’s particularly attractive is their ability to provide ever greater levels of sophisticated services as our needs expand. "

Maureen Tinen, President

Union County Economic Development Corporation




"The response and professionalism extended by Millennium Tech USA has kept our company meeting the challenges evolving in the industry.  On behalf of the W.B. Arnold Co., Inc. we would like to take this opportunity to express our thanks for the personal service that Close Reach Solutions has provided to us during the years. As a company who has concentrated on our core business of providing equipment to the U.S. Navy and Merchant Vessel we have been impressed with Close Reach Solutions providing leading edge computer technology and service to our firm."

Kenneth Boschert, President

W.B. Arnold Co., Inc.




"Liam and his team understand the challenge of keeping small organizations like ours technologically competitive"..NRBP has been doing business with Close Reach Solutions for close to ten years and we’ve always been well-served. Liam and his team understand the challenge of keeping small organizations like ours technologically competitive within a realistic budget. From equipment upgrades and troubleshooting to software recommendations and a recent move to new offices, Close Reach continues to be a valued resource to meet our technology needs."

Chip Hallock, President & CEO

Newark Regional Business Partnership
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Are you tired of computer headaches but don’t know who you can trust to fix them?








Here’s why you can rely on us to handle all of your technology needs:
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SOLVE IT NOW!
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                	Serving:
	Northern, Central NJ,
	and NJ shore points


            

            
                	Main Office:
	20 Meadowbrook Avenue,
	Eatontown, NJ 07724


            

            
                	Phone: (888) 959-9912,
	Fax: (732) 982-5343
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